
Annex 1 
 

Extract from Report to Joint Transportation Board  (19 September 2011) 
 

1.1 Zone M – Tonbridge Local Parking Plan 

1.1.1 As part of the Parking Action Plan Progress Report to the June 2010 meeting 

of the Board, I alerted Members to a petition from some residents of Zone M 

seeking an additional permit-only parking restriction in their roads.  The 

context for further comment on this matter is best explained by repeating my 

advice to the Board last year:- 

1.1.2 Tonbridge Local Parking Plan – Zone M – Petition 

1) Residents of Springwell Road, Woodfield Road, St Marys Road, White 

Oak Close and Judd Road have presented a petition requesting 

permit controlled parking arrangements be extended to include an 

afternoon period between 1.30 pm to 2.30 pm.  The petitioners cite 

increasing difficulty for residents to find a parking place during 

weekday afternoons owing to an inflow of shoppers and workers for 

the rest of the day after the end of the current morning restriction.   

2) Looking back at the consultation and surveys carried out for the 

Tonbridge Local Parking Plan in 2004/5, we identified an increasing 

trend in long stay parking affecting residential roads near the train 

station and town centre after the morning “permit holder only” periods 

had passed.  Our proposed solution was to introduce a parallel 

afternoon one-hour restriction to improve parking availability for local 

residents.   

3) The former South Tonbridge scheme was duly advertised as Zone M 

in 2006 with an additional afternoon restriction included.  This 

prompted a petition from some of the roads in Zone M objecting to the 

proposal on the grounds that another ‘permit only’ period for the 

afternoon was unnecessary and it created additional cost for residents 

who had to purchase vouchers for afternoon visitors.  The Board 

considered the petition in a meeting during 2006.  It acknowledged 

that there was a considerable risk of opportunist all day commuter 

parking transferring from the roads in the Zone where there would be 

an afternoon restriction but, in view of the clear and unequivocal 

desire of the local residents in the particular streets, the Board 

decided to uphold the objections for the specific streets.  The 

residents were advised accordingly and, in line with their wishes, we 

installed the measures throughout Zone M later that year with no 

additional afternoon restriction in the streets cited in the petition.   

4) The predicted parking patterns that we forecast might develop have 

now happened so the latest petition requesting that the previous 

position be reversed is unsurprising.  Acceding to the petitioners 

request would do no more than was originally intended for the whole 

of Zone M and it would restore a consistent approach across the area.  



For that reason, I am recommending the Board approves an afternoon 

one-hour restricted period for the few streets in Zone M where this 

does not currently apply and that I confirm to the petitioners that their 

request has been accepted but with one important proviso.  The 

current Zone M afternoon restriction is from 1 pm till 2 pm.  The 

request is for 1.30 pm till 2.30 pm.  The recommended timing is for the 

afternoon restriction to be consistent with the rest of Zone M; that is 1 

pm till 2 pm.  

5) The procedure for introducing adjustments to the traffic order will 

provide all residents and businesses in the affected roads an 

opportunity to make representations when the changes are formally 

advertised.  This can be carried out as soon as other current parking 

commitments allow.  

1.1.3 The Decision was as recorded as follows:- 

1.1.4 That the request of the petitioners to vary Zone M by introducing a one hour 

period of restriction each weekday afternoon BE ACCEPTED as set out in 

1.4.4, the petitioners advised accordingly and the necessary changes be 

introduced. 

1.1.5 An essential first step in implementing the decision of the Board was for us to 

consult the residents in those streets without the one hour afternoon 

restriction.  There is no such restriction in those streets where the residents 

had made it clear in 2006 that they did not wish one to be introduced.  It is 

essential that any fresh proposal takes an integrated and comprehensive 

approach across the neighbourhood to avoid simply displacing problems from 

one location to the next.  This consultation has now been carried out and the 

results have been most instructive.   

• Total households receiving the consultation questionnaire: 707 

• 46% did not respond 

• 54% responded of which 26% wanted an additional pm restriction and 

28% did not. 

That is, just over a quarter of all the questionnaires were returned expressing 

a preference for an additional pm restriction.  As such, this offers little support 

for introducing an afternoon restriction in line with the request from the 

petitioners.  It may be worth looking at the break-down of responses street-

by-street to see whether this suggests any deeper trend, bearing in mind 

however the need to avoid a piecemeal solution.  

 

 



Street No Reply % Additional pm 

Hour – YES % 

Additional pm 

hour – NO % 

Judd 51 21 28 

Quarry Rise 28 36 36 

Springwell 

Road1 

43 40 14 

St Marys Road 53 24 23 

The Drive 35 25 39 

Weald View 

Road 

28 10 62 

White Oak Close 24 38 38 

Woodfield Road 39 50 11 

Woodside Road 59 21 20 

 Note1 – 3% of responses did not express a preference 

1.1.6 Even in Woodfield Road, the heart of the area that generated the petition 

submitted last year, only 50% of the households have responded to say yes 

to an afternoon restriction.  On any rational analysis, the figures in this table 

to not provide any justification for changing the current arrangements in these 

streets.   

1.1.7 For this reason, I am recommending that the parking restrictions be left as 

they are and that the lead petitioner be informed about the Board’s decision 

and provided with a copy of this paper to explain the reason for it.  We will 

also let all residents who responded to the questionnaire what the result if the 

consultation was.   

The resolved position of the Board was :  

1.1.8 That, in the light of the response to public consultation, the parking 

management arrangements in Zone M of the Tonbridge Local Parking 

Plan be left unchanged and that the leader of the petition requesting an 

additional period of afternoon restriction be informed accordingly. 

 
 


